Friday
Time

Room

12:00pm

Atlanta

2:30pm

Patio

2:30pm

Atlanta

2:30pm

Boston

2:30pm

New Orleans

2:30pm

Irvine

Panel Name
Upcoming Movies
Gareth Von Kallenbach will look at the movies that
are coming out in the next two years, most have
not even been filmed yet; this is a lively panel with
Q&A, prizes, and more.
Spear vs. Zombies Martial Arts Demo
Watch as zombie fighting with spears gets
explained and shown.
Bookbinding
In this demo, you will learn 2 and 3 hold Pamphlet
Stitch and a traditional Japanese four hole punch
binding. Both easy to do on your own at home

Panelist
Gareth Von
Kallenbach

Gemini Asonte

Regina Franchi

Undead Your Costume
Create the perfect costume for our Zombie Dance
Mela Hoyt-Heydon
at this panel where or Costuming Guest of Honor
teaches the basics of distressing.
Origami
A how-to session on folding skulls, bats, and
Dawn Meister
gravestones. Folding diagrams will be available as
well as origami paper for folding.
Make Your Own Masks
We will provide guidance in using different
materials and techniques. Bring your creativity
Jonnalyhn Wolfcat
and, if you have any, bits and bobs like feathers,
Prill Elizabeth Reed
buttons, beads, bits of fabric to use. We will also
have materials on hand.

Friday
Time

Room

4:00pm

Atlanta

4:00pm

Boston

4:00pm

New Orleans

4:00pm

Irvine

4:00pm

Lobby

4:00pm

Patio

5:30pm

Atlanta

Panel Name
Fanzine in an Hour
Think fanzines are cool? Want to learn how to put
one together without wasting time? Come to this
workshop and learn all the trips and tips.
Zombie Make-up
Learn how to turn yourself and your friends into
terrifying creatures of the undead.
"From Callahan's to Quark's" : A History of
Libation in SF Literature
Make Your Own Wings
Ever wonder how to make wings that aren't from
coat hangers and net? Using multiple materials,
we'll make wings! Discussion of advanced
techniques will be included if there is
time, including wearing them comfortably,
navigating crowds, and other concerns that come
with costume bits that stick out!
Technical Costuming BOF
Come meet and mingle with like minded fans
Axe vs Zombie Martial Arts Demo
Watch as zombie fighting with axes gets explained
and shown.
Photography for Costumes
Learn to photograph costumes in the best
possible way

Panelist
Chris Garcia

Mela Hoyt-Heydon
Richard Foss
Mark Poliner
Bill Taylor

Jonnalyhn Wolfcat
Prill Elizabeth Reed

Gemini Asonte

Amelia Gee

Friday
Time

Room

5:30pm

Boston

5:30pm

New Orleans

5:30pm

Irvine

Panel Name
Duct Tape Corsets
Everything can be made out of duct tape. Corsets
are no exception.
Come join us to learn several ways to make one of
these strange and
glorious garments.
Karate Workshop
Watch and learn from our Karate experts
Shibori Dyeing
Shibori is a family of dye resist techniques that
include four main forms. In this workshop, we will
concentrate on Binding and Shaped Needle
techniques, since they are the easiest to teach in a
limited amount of time. The first part of workshop
will be a brief overview of some Binding and
Shaped Needle techniques, and then we'll have
time to work two or three techniques of interest to
workshop attendees.
Workshop attendees can either bring a basic
sewing kit (needles, Dual Duty thread, scissors)
and a square of plain fabric (no
polyester/synthetic) of their choice to work sample
stitches on or a t-shirt, or purchase the supplies for
$5 from the instructor.

5:30pm

Lobby

Tumblr Meet up
Meet up with other like minded fans

Panelist

Victoria Shapero

Carole Parker

